Appendix 3: Santarém Schematics

Figure 1. Santarém Km 67 Primary Forest Tower Site
Figure 2. Santarém Km 77 Pasture Tower Site
Km 83 Logged Forest Tower Site Location
(Localização da Torre na Clareira - FLONA Tapajós)

Figure 3. Santarém Km 83 Logged Forest Tower Site
Figure 4. Santarém Tower Site locations
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Figure 5. Santarém Km 84 Base Camp

Km 84 Santarém Base Camp
(Plano do Acampamento Base)

Notes (Notas):
- All facilities 110v power
  (As tomadas em cada área são de 110v)

map not to scale
(mapa fora de escala)
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Figure 6. LBA Santarém Regional Office Downstairs Layout
Figure 7. LBA Santarém Regional Office Upstairs Layout
LBA Santarém Regional Office GC Lab

Figure 8. LBA Santarém Regional Office Gas Chromatograph Lab
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Figure 9. LBA Santarém Regional Office Wet Chemistry Lab